
Earthridge International Ltd

Earthridge Vado Prices 2015
         All Items in Yellow Highlighter have been discontinued. 

All Prices Subject to VAT @ 23% & Surcharge @ 7.5%

Product Code Description Net € 

ALT-100/CC-C/P progressive mono basin mixer smooth bodied with clic-clac waste 196.92

ALT-100/SB-C/P progressive mono basin mixer smooth bodied   191.77

ALT-101-C/P 3 hole basin mixer 233.33

ALT-109-C/P wall mounted basin mixer 259.27

ALT-110-C/P mono bidet mixer with pop-up waste 196.92

ALT-1291-C/P
thermostatic valve (ALT-163-C/P) with separate flow valve (ALT-143-C/P) 

to operate 1 outlet
309.14

ALT-1292-C/P
thermostatic valve (ALT-163-C/P) with 2 separate flow valves (ALT-143-

C/P) to operate 2 outlets
383.95

ALT-1293-C/P

thermostatic valve (ALT-163-C/P) with separate flow valve (ALT-143-C/P) 

and 2 or 3 way diverter (ALT-144-C/P) to supply 2 or 3 outlets - to use 

ALT-144-C/P as a 3 way diverter simply remove the blanking plug 

389.19

ALT-1294-C/P

thermostatic valve (ALT-163-C/P) with 2 separate flow valves (ALT-143-

C/P) and 2 or 3 way diverter (ALT-144-C/P) to supply 3 or 4 outlets - to 

use ALT-144-C/P as a 3 way diverter simply remove the blanking plug 

493.10

ALT-132-C/P 4 hole bath shower mixer 352.78

ALT-143-C/P concealed stop valve 3/4" 90.94

ALT-144-C/P
concealed 2 or 3 way diverter valve - to use ALT-144-C/P as a 3 way 

diverter simply remove the blanking plug
96.18

ALT-163-C/P concealed thermostatic valve 233.33

ALT-OUTLET-C/P wall outlet 35.91

ALT-SFSRK-C/P single function shower kit with 900mm swivel slide rail 82.63

 AQB-20X30/SA-C/P 
200mm x 300mm (8" x 12") rectangular slim line aquablade shower head 

with shower arm
65.66

 AQB-20X30-C/P 200mm x 300mm (8" x 12") rectangular slim line aquablade shower head 40.57

 AQB-OV/30/SA-C/P 
(exact measurements needed) 12" oval slim line aquablade shower head 

with shower arm
85.75

 AQB-OV/30-C/P (exact measurements needed) 12" oval slim line aquablade shower head 38.80

AQB-RO/15/SA-C/P 150mm fixed slimline shower head with shower arm 29.07

 AQB-RO/20/SA-C/P 200mm (8") Round slim line aquablade shower head with shower arm 60.39

 AQB-RO/20-C/P 200mm (8") Round slim line aquablade shower head 28.21

 AQB-RO/30/SA-C/P 300mm (12") Round slim line aquablade shower head with shower arm 93.15

 AQB-RO/30-C/P 300mm (12") Round slim line aquablade shower head 61.01

 AQB-RO/40/SA-C/P 400mm (16") Round slim line aquablade shower head with shower arm 130.60

 AQB-RO/40-C/P 400mm (16") Round slim line aquablade shower head 97.21

AQB-RO/50-C/P 500mm (20") Round slim line aquablade shower head 139.46

AQB-SQ/20/SA-C/P
200mm x 200mm (8"x8") square slim line aquablade shower head with 

shower arm
60.39

AQB-SQ/20-C/P 200mm x 200mm (8"x8") square slim line aquablade shower head 30.00

AQB-SQ/30/SA-C/P
300mm x 300mm (12" x 12") square slim line aquablade shower head 

with shower arm
93.15

AQB-SQ/30-C/P 300mm x 300mm (12" x 12") square slim line aquablade shower head 64.54
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AQB-SQ/40/SA-C/P
400mm x 400mm (16" x 16") square slim line aquablade shower head 

with shower arm
130.60

AQB-SQ/40-C/P 400mm x 400mm (16" x 16") square slim line aquablade shower head 103.51

AQB-SQ/50-C/P 500mm x 500mm (20" x 20") square slim line aquablade shower head 145.60

ASC-100/CC-C/P mono basin mixer with easy clean directional aerator with clic-clac waste 51.04

ASC-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer with easy clean directional aerator without clic-clac 

waste
40.64

ASC-110-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 47.51

ASC-123+K-C/P exposed shower mixer with shower kit 74.57

ASC-123-C/P exposed shower mixer without shower kit 60.23

ASC-131+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer with shower kit 91.35

ASC-131-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer without shower kit 75.99

ASC-145A-C/P concealed shower valve 34.76

ASC-147A-C/P concealed shower valve with diverter 34.76

ASC-150-C/P mono sink mixer with swivel spout and easy clean directinoal aerator 69.22

AST-100/CD-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - contract handle 29.59

AST-106/CD-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted - contract handle 16.21

AST-106/CL/CD-C/P single basin pillar tap deck mounted with cold indice - contract handle 9.48

AST-106/HT/CD-C/P single basin pillar tap deck mounted with hot indice - contract handle 9.48

AST-110/CD-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - contract handle 37.41

AST-120/CD+K-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with cradle and shower kit - 

contract handle 
52.95

AST-121/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with 3/4" threaded outlet 

without rigid riser - contract handle
30.51

AST-121/R/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with 3/4" threaded outlet with 

rigid riser - contract handle
40.23

AST-130/CD+K-C/P bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit - contract handle 60.02

AST-130+K-C/P bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit - contract handle 74.40

AST-136/CD-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted - contract handle 17.71

AST-137/CD-C/P 3 hole bath filler deck mounted - contract handle 49.71

AST-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted - contract handle 49.71

AST-143/CD/C-1/2-C/P
concealed stop valve (single) 1/2" wall mounted with cold indice - contract 

handle
9.56

AST-143/CD/C-3/4-C/P
concealed stop valve (single) 3/4" wall mounted with cold indice - contract 

handle
12.72

AST-143/CD/H-1/2-C/P
concealed stop valve (single) 1/2" wall mounted with hot indice - contract 

handle
9.56

AST-143/CD/H-3/4-C/P
concealed stop valve (single) 3/4" wall mounted with hot indice - contract 

handle
12.72

AST-150/CD-C/P mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout - contract handle 31.42

AST-151/CD-C/P
mono sink mixer deck mounted with tubular swivel spout - contract 

handle
22.69

AST-153/CD-C/P 3 hole sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout - contract handle 37.49

AST-156/CD-C/P high neck sink pillar taps deck mounted - contract handle 18.04

AST-162/CD/C-10-C/P bibtap 100mm single wall mounted - contract handle 9.23

AST-162/CD/C-15-C/P bibtap 150mm single wall mounted - contract handle 10.64

AST-162/CD/H-10-C/P bibtap 100mm single wall mounted - contract handle 9.23

AST-162/CD/H-15-C/P bibtap 150mm single wall mounted - contract handle 10.64

AST-200/CD-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - cross handle 30.84

AST-206/CD-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted - cross handle 17.46

AST-206/CL/CD-C/P single basin pillar tap deck mounted with cold indice - cross handle 9.48

AST-206/HT/CD-C/P single basin pillar tap deck mounted with hot indice - cross handle 9.48

AST-210/CD-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - cross handle 36.85
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AST-220/CD+K-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with cradle and shower kit - 

cross handle
84.20

AST-221/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted  with 3/4" threaded outlet 

without rigid riser - cross handle 
31.75

AST-221/R/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with 3/4" threaded outlet with 

rigid riser - cross handle
41.48

AST-230/CD+K-C/P bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit - cross handle 61.26

AST-230+K-C/P bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit - cross handle 75.64

AST-236/CD-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted - cross handle 18.95

AST-237/CD-C/P 3 hole bath filler deck mounted - cross handle 49.71

AST-237-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted - cross handle 49.71

AST-243/CD/C-1/2-C/P
concealed stop valve (single) 1/2" wall mounted with cold indice - cross 

handle
9.56

AST-243/CD/C-3/4-C/P
concealed stop valve (single) 3/4" wall mounted with cold indice - cross 

handle
12.72

AST-243/CD/H-1/2-C/P
concealed stop valve (single) 1/2" wall mounted with hot indice - cross 

handle 
9.56

AST-243/CD/H-3/4-C/P
concealed stop valve (single) 3/4" wall mounted with hot indice - cross 

handle
12.72

AST-250/CD-C/P mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout - cross handle 32.67

AST-251/CD-C/P mono sink mixer deck mounted with tubular swivel spout - cross handle 23.94

AST-253/CD-C/P 3 hole sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout - cross handle 38.74

AST-256/CD-C/P high neck sink pillar taps deck mounted - cross handle 19.29

AST-262/CD/C-10-C/P bibtap 100mm single wall mounted - cross handle 9.23

AST-262/CD/C-15-C/P bibtap 150mm single wall mounted - cross handle 10.64

AST-262/CD/H-10-C/P bibtap 100mm single wall mounted - cross handle 9.23

AST-262/CD/H-15-C/P bibtap 150mm single wall mounted - cross handle 10.64

AST-300/CD-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - lever handle 32.92

AST-306/CD-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted - lever handle 19.53

AST-306/CL/CD-C/P single basin pillar tap deck mounted with cold indice - lever handle 13.80

AST-306/HT/CD-C/P single basin pillar tap deck mounted with hot indice - lever handle 13.80

AST-310/CD-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - lever handle 49.29

AST-320/CD+K-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with cradle and shower kit - 

lever handle 
73.07

AST-321/CD/R-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted  with 3/4" threaded outlet with 

rigid riser - lever handle 
42.73

AST-321/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted  with 3/4" threaded outlet 

without rigid riser - lever handle
45.80

AST-330/CD+KIT-CP bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit - lever handle 76.89

AST-336/CD-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted - lever handle 30.59

AST-337/CD-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted - lever handle 58.27

AST-343/CD/C-1/2-

C/P

concealed stop valve (single) 1/2" wall mounted with cold indice - lever 

handle 
13.88

AST-343/CD/C-3/4-

C/P

concealed stop valve (single) 3/4" wall mounted with cold indice - lever 

handle
17.04

AST-343/CD/H-1/2-

C/P

concealed stop valve (single) 1/2" wall mounted with hot indice - lever 

handle 
13.88

AST-343/CD/H-3/4-

C/P

concealed stop valve (single) 3/4" wall mounted with hot indice - lever 

handle
17.04

AST-350/CD-C/P mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout - lever handle 51.12

AST-351/CD-C/P mono sink mixer deck mounted with tubular swivel spout - lever handle 31.67

AST-353/CD-C/P 3 hole sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout - lever handle 57.44
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AST-356/CD-C/P high neck sink pillar taps deck mounted - lever handle 37.91

AST-362/C/CD-10-

C/P
bibtap 100mm single wall mounted - lever handle 13.55

AST-362/C/CD-15-

C/P
bibtap 150mm single wall mounted - lever handle 14.88

AST-362/H/CD-10-C/P bibtap 100mm single wall mounted - lever handle 13.55

AST-362/H/CD-15-

C/P
bibtap 150mm single wall mounted - lever handle 14.88

AST-VALVE-STD-1/2 ceramic cartridge 3.90

AST-VALVE-STD-3/4 ceramic cartridge 5.07

ATM-HANDSET/MF-

C/P
multi function air injection technology atmosphere handset 27.65

ATM-HANDSET/SF-

C/P
single function air injection technology atmosphere handset 20.65

ATM-HEAD/RO/SA-

C/P
round aerated shower head 200mm (8'') with shower arm 69.41

ATM-HEAD/RO-C/P round aerated shower head 200mm (8'') 52.26

ATM-HEAD/SQ/SA-

C/P
square aerated shower head 200mm x 200mm (8''x 8'') with shower arm 84.67

ATM-HEAD/SQ-C/P square aerated shower head 200mm x 200mm (8''x 8'') 54.16

ATM-MFSRK-C/P air-injection handset multi function with slide rail kit 40.15

ATM-SFSRK/2-C/P air-injection handset single function with slide rail kit 37.26

ATO-180A-C/P covered paper holder wall mounted 19.30

ATO-180-C/P paper holder wall mounted 13.56

ATO-181-C/P towel ring wall mounted 18.03

ATO-182-C/P glass soap dish and holder wall mounted 15.31

ATO-183-C/P glass tumbler and holder wall mounted 15.31

ATO-184-C/P towel rail 615mm (25'') wall mounted 22.05

ATO-186-C/P robe hook 9.66

ATO-188-C/P toilet brush and holder wall mounted 28.21

BAS-2000-C/P removable corner basket wall mounted 32.81

BAS-2001-C/P small rectangular basket wall mounted 8.70

BAS-2002-C/P large rectangular basket wall mounted 13.06

BAS-2003-C/P large rectangular double basket wall mounted 69.00

BAS-2004-C/P large double triangular corner basket with integral hook wall mounted 49.00

BAS-2012-C/P large triangular corner basket wall mounted 20.84

BAS-2013-C/P large double triangular corner basket wall mounted 29.79

BAS-2014-C/P corner basket with hook wall mounted 21.84

BAS-2015L-C/P large triangular corner basket wall mounted 19.86

BAS-2015M-C/P medium triangular corner basket wall mounted 15.84

BAS-2015S-C/P small triangular corner basket wall mounted 11.20

BAS-2016L-C/P large rectangular basket 24.12

BAS-2016M-C/P medium rectangular basket wall mounted 16.35

CAB-DBL-MIR mirror cabinet with double doors 780w x 670h x 130d 195.20

CAB-SGL-MIR mirror cabinet with single door 520w x 670h x 130d 159.86

CAR-K28A ceramic cartridge 10.97

CAR-K358/PHO ceramic cartridge 12.47

CAR-K35A ceramic cartridge 12.47

CAR-K35B ceramic cartridge 12.47

CAR-K40A ceramic cartridge 12.47

CAR-K40B ceramic cartridge 12.47

CAR-KT46 ceramic cartridge 63.09

CEL-001A-WAX wax thermostatic cartridge 45.14
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CEL-001B/B-WAX wax thermostatic cartridge 45.14

CEL-001C-WAX wax thermostatic cartridge 45.14

CEL-001F/B-DIV diverter cartridge 25.77

CEL-002A/B-3/4 3/4" ceramic disc valve 12.88

CEL-002B-1/2 1/2" ceramic disc valve 10.97

CEL-028C-CONC wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 175.00

CEL-048C/2-CONC 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 105.00

CEL-048C/3-CONC 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 105.00

CEL-048C-CONC Wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 105.00

CEL-123T+K-C/P exposed thermostatic bath shower mixer wall mounted with shower kit 131.29

CEL-123T-C/P exposed thermostatic bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit 110.04

CEL-128C/SQ-3/4-

C/P

concealed 3 handle thermostatic shower valve wall mounted with 

rectangular backplate
215.13

CEL-128C/SQ-TRIM-C/Ptrim kit for celsius wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 40.13

CEL-131T+K-C/P exposed thermostatic bath shower mixer pillar mounted with shower kit 251.79

CEL-131T-C/P
exposed thermostatic bath shower mixer pillar mounted without shower 

kit
213.22

CEL-134T-C/P thermostatic bath filler pillar mounted 166.32

CEL-137T-C/P thermostatic bath filler wall mounted 150.62

CEL-148/2/3/FLOW-

EXT
extension kit to suit 148 2 and 3 way valves for flow control 28.10

CEL-148/FLOW-EXT extension kit to suit 148 valves for flow control 28.10

CEL-148/TEMP-EXT extension kit to suit 148 valves for temp control 24.94

CEL-148C/2/RO-C/P
concealed 2 outlet 2 handle thermostatic shower valve with integrated 

diverter wall mounted with round backplate
144.90

CEL-148C/2/RO-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for celsius 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter with round backplate
39.90

CEL-148C/2/SQ-C/P
concealed 2 outlet 2 handle thermostatic shower valve with integrated 

diverter wall mounted with rectangular backplate
144.90

CEL-148C/2/SQ-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for celsius 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter with rectangular backplate
39.90

CEL-148C/3/RO-C/P
concealed 3 outlet 2 handle thermostatic shower valve with integrated 

diverter wall mounted with round backplate
144.90

CEL-148C/3/RO-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for celsius 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter with round backplate
39.90

CEL-148C/3/SQ-C/P
concealed 3 outlet 2 handle thermostatic shower valve with integrated 

diverter wall mounted with rectangular backplate
176.95

CEL-148C/3/SQ-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for celsius 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter with rectangular backplate
39.90

CEL-148C/RO-3/4-

C/P

concealed 2 handle thermostatic shower valve wall mounted with round 

backplate
144.90

CEL-148C/RO-TRIM-C/Ptrim kit for celsius wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 39.90

CEL-148C/SQ-3/4-

C/P

concealed 2 handle thermostatic shower valve wall mounted with 

rectangular backplate
144.90

CEL-148C/SQ-TRIM-C/Ptrim kit for celsius wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 39.90

CEL-149-1/2-C/P exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" wall mounted 71.16

CEL-149-3/4-C/P exposed thermostatic shower valve 3/4" wall mounted 84.67

CEL-163-C/P Celsius concealed thermostatic mixing valve 93.35

CHE-100-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 45.89

CHE-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 45.89

CHE-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 66.08
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CHE-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 51.29

CHE-130/SL+K-C/P Deck mounted 2 hole single lever bath shower mixer with kit 180.20

CHE-130/SL-C/P Deck mounted 2 hole single lever bath shower mixer 165.87

CHE-137/SL-C/P Deck mounted 2 hole single lever bath filler 140.96

CHE-145-C/P concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 37.07

CHE-147-C/P concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 42.31

CHE-149-C/P exposed shower mixer single lever wall mounted 51.37

CHE-150-C/P bath spout wall mounted 42.14

CHE-152-C/P mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted with pull-out handspray 54.45

CHE-154-C/P exposed sink mixer single lever wall mounted with swivel spout 57.44

CUC-1004-C/P kori mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted with swivel spout 84.67

CUC-1060-C/P sky mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout 62.16

CUC-1061-C/P vibe professional mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout 139.14

CUC-3001-C/P
eli mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted with swivel spout with pull-

out spout
90.46

CUC-4160-C/P
filtra mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted with filter and swivel 

spout
74.71

DGS-149-1/2-C/P dgs wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 52.12

DRE-180-C/P paper holder wall mounted 12.64

DRE-181-C/P towel ring wall mounted 16.87

DRE-182A-C/P shower soap holder wall mounted 25.27

DRE-182-C/P soap dish and holder wall mounted 15.88

DRE-183-C/P tumbler and holder wall mounted 15.88

DRE-184-C/P towel rail 600mm (24") wall mounted 28.76

DRE-186-C/P robe hook 11.97

DRE-188-C/P toilet brush and holder wall mounted 27.10

DUA-ECCENTRICS-

3/4-C/P
pair of eccentrics 8.56

DUA-PUW/LINK-2 pop-up rod linkage 2.00

DUA-

PUW/PEG/5.3MM
pop-up rod peg 0.50

DUA-PUW-ASS-C/P pop-up waste assembly 10.14

EB-140/D-C/P bath spout with diverter wall mounted 35.99

EB-140-C/P bath spout wall mounted 32.67

ECL-180-C/P paper holder wall mounted 11.87

ECL-181-C/P towel ring wall mounted 13.30

ECL-182-C/P glass soap dish and holder wall mounted 14.14

ECL-183-C/P glass tumbler and holder wall mounted 14.61

ECL-184-C/P towel rail 670mm (26'') wall mounted 32.25

ECL-186-C/P robe hook 9.26

ECL-188-C/P toilet brush and holder wall mounted 21.96

ELA-100/CC-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac waste 102.99

ELA-100/SB-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-clac waste 88.94

ELA-100-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 96.34

ELA-100S-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 72.90

ELA-101-C/P 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 108.80

ELA-109L-C/P 3 hole basin mixer with 200mm spout wall mounted 84.12

ELA-110-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 96.34

ELA-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with shower kit 152.62

ELA-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit 125.93

ELA-126L-3/4-C/P 3 hole bath filler with 200mm spout wall mounted 111.14

ELA-135/NS-3/4-C/P
4 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without spout for use with bath 

filler waste and overflow
186.78
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ELA-135-3/4-C/P 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted 209.97

ELA-142/PR-3/4-C/P elements air pair of valves 3/4" deck mounted 56.94

ELA-143-3/4-C/P concealed stop valve 3/4" wall mounted 37.16

ELA-150S-C/P
elements Air mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted with swivel 

spout
57.21

ELE-128C-TRIM-C/P trim kit for elements wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 39.90

ELE-128C-3/4-C/P elements wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 207.04

ELE-180A-C/P covered paper holder wall mounted 18.73

ELE-180-C/P open paper holder wall mounted 12.08

ELE-180D-C/P double toilet roll holder wall mounted 25.36

ELE-180S-C/P spare paper holder wall mounted 19.74

ELE-181-C/P towel ring wall mounted 15.24

ELE-182A-C/P shower soap holder wall mounted 15.75

ELE-182B-C/P soap dispenser wall mounted 33.55

ELE-182-C/P frosted glass soap dish and holder wall mounted 11.39

ELE-183-C/P frosted glass tumbler and holder wall mounted 12.38

ELE-184A-C/P double towel rail 695mm (27'') wall mounted 23.05

ELE-184-C/P towel rail 695mm (27'') wall mounted 17.72

ELE-185A-C/P towel shelf 695mm (27'') wall mounted 38.96

ELE-185-C/P frosted glass shelf 558mm (22'') wall mounted 22.05

ELE-186-C/P robe hook 8.29

ELE-187/RO round wall mirror wall mounted 600mm diameter 25.00

ELE-187/SQ square wall mirror wall mounted 600 x 600mm 25.00

ELE-188-C/P toilet brush and holder wall mounted 20.84

ELE-248C/2-C/P
concealed 2 outlet 2 handle thermostatic shower valve with integrated 

diverter wall mounted with round backplate
171.15

ELE-248C/2-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for elements 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

ELE-248C-3/4-C/P elements wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 171.15

ELE-248C-TRIM-C/P trim kit for elements wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 48.65

ELE-348C/2-C/P 
concealed 2 outlet 2 handle thermostatic shower valve with integrated 

diverter wall mounted 
171.15

ELE-348C/2-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for elements 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

ELE-348C/3-C/P  elements 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

ELE-348C/3-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for elements 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

ELE-348C-3/4-C/P elements wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 171.15

ELE-348C-TRIM-C/P trim kit for elements wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 48.65

ELE-CMA/12IN-C/P elements fixed head ceiling mounting arm 300mm (12'') 10.99

ELE-CMA/4IN-C/P elements fixed head ceiling mounting arm 100mm (4'') 6.21

ELE-CMA/6IN-C/P elements fixed head ceiling mounting arm 150mm (6'') 6.97

ELE-DIVERTER/D-

C/P
2 way diverter deck mounted 40.65

ELE-

OUTLETBRACK2-C/P
elements integrated outlet and shower bracket wall outlet 8.30

ELE-OUTLET-C/P elements wall outlet 8.19

ELE-PUW/H-C/P elements Exposed Basin Pop Up Waste In Chrome 6.00

ELE-PUW/V-C/P elements Remote Basin Pop Up Waste Chrome 8.02

ELE-SHOWERARM/A-

C/P
elements shower arm 32.17
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ELE-SR/900-C/P space slide rail kit with twist control with shower hose and hose retainer 32.17

ELE-VALVE-CD-CL-

1/2
1/2" ceramic disc valve 12.47

ELE-VALVE-CD-CL-

3/4
3/4" ceramic disc valve 14.38

ELE-VALVE-CD-HT-

1/2
1/2" ceramic disc valve 12.47

ELE-VALVE-CD-HT-

3/4
3/4" ceramic disc valve 14.38

ELW-100/CC-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac waste 89.95

ELW-100/SB-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-clac waste 79.40

ELW-100-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 80.15

ELW-101-C/P 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 87.80

ELW-106-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted 70.65

ELW-109L-C/P 3 hole basin mixer with 200mm spout wall mounted 57.91

ELW-110-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 62.35

ELW-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with shower kit 108.41

ELW-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit 84.26

ELW-126L-3/4-C/P 3 hole bath filler with 200mm spout wall mounted 84.26

ELW-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 117.64

ELW-130-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without shower kit 92.00

ELW-135/NS-3/4-C/P
4 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without spout for use with bath 

filler waste and overflow
169.24

ELW-135-3/4-C/P 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted 174.90

ELW-136-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted 91.67

ELW-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted 73.40

ELW-142/PR-3/4-C/P elements water pair of valves 3/4 deck mounted 56.94

ELW-143-3/4-C/P elements water single wall mounted stop valve 3/4'' 37.16

ELW-150-C/P elements mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout 118.39

ENI-HEAD/SA-W/C enigma head with shower arm white & chrome 162.09

ENI-MFSRK/RO-W/C enigma multi function slide rail kit round, white and chrome 140.48

ENI-MFSRK/SQ-W/C enigma multi function slide rail kit square, white and chrome 140.48

ENI-SFMK-W/C enigma single function mini kit white & chrome 107.23

ENI-SFMKWO-W/C enigma single function mini kit with wall outlet 52.94

ENI-SFSRK-W/C enigma single function slide rail kit 116.38

FR-100-PLA for most of the VADO monobasin mixers to be placed in the aerator 1.40

FR-106-PLA for most VADO pillar taps  to be placed in tails 1.40

FR-FLEXI-PLA designed for some VADO mixers to be placed in flexible tails 1.40

FR-SHOWER/9-A/G
suitable for all VADO shower and bath shower mixers to be placed in 

shower outlet
10.06

FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
suitable for all VADO shower and bath shower mixers to be placed in 

shower outlet
3.10

GEO-100/CC-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac waste 96.74

GEO-100/SB-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-clac waste 84.44

GEO-101-C/P
3 hole basin mixer spout can swivel or be fixed deck mounted without 

pop-up waste
99.96

GEO-109-220-C/P 3 hole basin mixer with 200mm spout wall mounted 95.06

GEO-109-C/P 3 hole basin mixer wall mounted 91.65

GEO-135/NS-3/4-C/P 
4 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without spout for use with bath 

filler waste and overflow
143.59

GEO-135-3/4-C/P 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted 163.77
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GEO-139-C/P 3 hole bath filler deck mounted 96.29

GEO-142/PR-3/4-C/P geo pair of valves 3/4" deck mounted 65.64

GEO-143-3/4-C/P geo single wall mounted stop valve 3/4'' 22.44

GEO-144/2-C/P geo concealed 2 way diverter valve wall mounted 30.61

GEO-144/3-C/P geo concealed 3 way diverter valve wall mounted 31.76

GEO-200/SL/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
88.50

GEO-200/SL/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
79.70

GEO-FLOORSPOUT-

C/P
bath spout floor mounted 307.95

HUB-001A-WAX wax thermostatic cartridge 70.07

HUB-002B-3/4 3/4" ceramic disc valve 18.37

IDE-145-C/P thermostatic shower valve and digital wall mounted control panel 494.76

IDE-147-C/P
thermostatic shower valve with diverter and digital wall mounted control 

panel
594.68

INF-180A-C/P infinity covered paper holder in chrome 41.95

INF-180-C/P infinity paper holder in chrome 24.99

INF-180S-C/P infinity spare paper holder in chrome 22.10

INF-181-C/P infinity towel ring in chrome 43.44

INF-182A-C/P infinity shower soap holder in chrome 34.41

INF-182-C/P infinity frosted glass soap dish and holder in chrome 18.69

INF-183-C/P infinity frosted glass tumbler and holder in chrome 19.30

INF-184/45-C/P infinity 18"/45cm towel bar in chrome 53.04

INF-184/60-C/P infinity 24"/60cm towel bar in chrome 57.21

INF-186-C/P infinity double robe hook in chrome 16.15

INF-188-C/P infinity toilet brush in stainless steel 25.87

INS-OUTLET-C/P instinct wall outlet 18.52

INS-SFMK-C/P instinct single function mini shower kit 69.66

INS-SFMKWO-C/P
instinct single function mini shower kit with integrated outlet and bracket 

wall mounted
76.81

INS-SFSRK-C/P instinct single function slide rail shower kit 153.70

ION-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
47.16

ION-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
39.06

ION-100M/CC-C/P 
ion mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with 

clic-clac waste
43.66

ION-100M/SB-C/P 
ion mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
34.48

ION-106-C/P ion pair of basin taps in chrome 65.67

ION-109S-C/P 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted with oval backplate 89.03

ION-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 52.50

ION-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 88.11

ION-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 66.08

ION-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower single lever mixer deck mounted with shower kit 120.31

ION-130-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted without shower kit 94.12

ION-136-C/P ion pair of bath taps in chrome 82.29

ION-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted 85.31

ION-145-C/P concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 46.72

ION-147-C/P concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 71.40
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IR-100/ASC-C/P
Ascent infra-red mono basin mixer deck mounted mains or battery 

operated takes standard AA batteries
166.25

IR-100/LIF-C/P
life infra-red mono basin mixer deck mounted mains or battery operated 

takes standard AA batteries
158.29

IR-100/PRO-C/P
project line infra-red mono basin mixer deck mounted mains or battery 

operated takes standard AA batteries
115.45

IR-100/Z00T-C/P
zoo infra-red mono basin mixer with adjustable temperature control deck 

mounted mains or battery operated takes standard AA batteries
184.54

IR-100/ZOO-C/P
zoo infra-red mono basin mixer deck mounted mains or battery operated 

takes standard AA batteries
158.29

IR-109/NOT-C/P
notion infra-red basin mixer wall mounted with square backplate mains or 

battery operated takes standard AA batteries
203.09

IR-109/ZOO-C/P
zoo infra-red basin mixer wall mounted with round back plate mains or 

battery operated takes standard AA batteries
203.09

IR-DSPOUT-C/P
infra-red spout deck mounted mains or battery operated takes standard 

AA batteries
166.64

IR-WSPOUT-C/P
infra-red spout wall mounted with round backplate mains or battery 

operated takes standard AA batteries
166.64

KEN-100/CD-A/G mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - antique gold 82.38

KEN-100/CD-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - chrome 63.84

KEN-101/CD-A/G 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted without pop-up waste - antique gold 229.09

KEN-101/CD-C/P 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted without pop-up waste - chrome 168.49

KEN-106/CD-A/G basin pillar taps deck mounted - antique gold 64.17

KEN-106/CD-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted - chrome 50.87

KEN-109/CD-A/G 3 hole basin mixer wall mounted - antique gold 209.31

KEN-109/CD-C/P 3 hole basin mixer wall mounted - chrome 154.45

KEN-110/CD-A/G mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - antique gold 82.38

KEN-110/CD-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - chrome 63.84

KEN-120/CD-A/G exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with shower kit - antique gold 115.71

KEN-120/CD-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with shower kit - chrome 87.70

KEN-121/CD-A/G exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted - antique gold 86.45

KEN-121/CD-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted - chrome 61.85

KEN-131/CD-A/G exposed bath shower mixer pillar mounted with shower kit - antique gold 131.25

KEN-131/CD-C/P exposed bath shower mixer pillar mounted with shower kit - chrome 98.84

KEN-133/CD+K- A/G bath shower mixer with shower kit floor mounted - antique gold 515.96

KEN-133/CD+K-C/P bath shower mixer with shower kit floor mounted - chrome 373.65

KEN-136/CD-A/G bath pillar taps deck mounted - antique gold 66.67

KEN-136/CD-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted - chrome 52.62

KEN-137/CD-A/G 2 hole bath filler pillar mounted - antique gold 153.37

KEN-137/CD-C/P 2 hole bath filler pillar mounted - chrome 114.55

KEN-143/CD-1/2-A/G
kensington single wall mounted stop valve 1/2'' with hot and cold indices 

antique gold
48.30

KEN-143/CD-1/2-C/P
kensington single wall mounted stop valve 1/2'' with hot and cold indices 

chrome
32.92

KEN-143/CD-3/4-A/G
kensington single wall mounted stop valve 3/4'' with hot and cold indices 

antique gold
51.12

KEN-143/CD-3/4-C/P
kensington single wall mounted stop valve 3/4'' with hot and cold indices 

chrome
34.91

KEN-151/CD-A/G
kensington mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout  - antique 

gold
67.33

KEN-151/CD-C/P kensington mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout  - chrome 48.13

KEN-200/CD-C/P kensington mono basin mixer with pop up waste - black/chrome 68.33
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KEN-201/CD-C/P kensington 3 hole basin mixer DM without pop-up waste - chrm/black 180.29

KEN-206/CD-C/P kensington basin pillar taps deck mounted - chrome/black 54.45

KEN-209/CD-C/P kensington 3 hole basin mixer wall mounted - chrome/black 165.26

KEN-236/CD-C/P kensington bath pillar taps deck mounted - chrome/black 95.59

KEN-237/CD-C/P kensington 2 hole bath filler pillar mounted - chrome/black 122.53

LCD-SFSRK-C/P
single function shower head with LCD display of temperature in ˚C and 

water flow in litres/min with slide rail kit 
57.94

LEV-180-C/P paper holder wall mounted 9.85

LEV-180S-C/P spare paper holder wall mounted 12.44

LEV-181-C/P towel ring wall mounted 16.00

LEV-182B-C/P soap dispenser wall mounted 55.35

LEV-182-C/P soap dish and holder wall mounted 16.35

LEV-183-C/P tumbler and holder wall mounted 16.64

LEV-184A-C/P double towel rail wall mounted 650mm (26'') 39.94

LEV-184-C/P towel rail 650mm (26'') wall mounted 24.75

LEV-185A-C/P towel shelf with robe hooks 550mm (22'') wall mounted 81.74

LEV-185B-C/P towel shelf with towel rail 550mm (22") wall mounted 85.96

LEV-185-C/P frosted glass shelf 530mm (21'') wall mounted 17.01

LEV-186-C/P double robe hook 8.10

LEV-188-C/P toilet brush and holder wall mounted 33.16

LIF-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
52.54

LIF-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
41.97

LIF-100M/CC-C/P
life mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with 

clic-clac waste
45.45

LIF-100M/SB-C/P
life mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
42.96

LIF-109S-C/P 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted with oval backplate 95.29

LIF-110/SB-C/P
mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without pop-

up waste
66.85

LIF-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 121.14

LIF-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 75.95

LIF-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 166.51

LIF-130-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without shower kit 109.95

LIF-132/NS-C/P
3 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted without spout for 

use with bath filler waste
121.14

LIF-132-C/P 4 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted 198.26

LIF-133+K-C/P bath shower mixer with shower kit single lever floor mounted 711.95

LIF-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted 79.36

LIF-140-C/P bath spout wall mounted 28.39

LIF-142/SL-C/P
valve for use with bath filler waste and overflow single lever deck 

mounted
56.44

LIF-145-C/P life concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 66.08

LIF-145T-C/P life axiotherm single lever wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 220.01

LIF-147-C/P life concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 98.75

LIF-147T-C/P
life concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter single lever wall 

mounted 
292.64

LIF-148C/2-C/P life 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

LIF-148C/2-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for life 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

LIF-148C/3-C/P life 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

LIF-148C/3-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for life 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65
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LIF-148C-3/4-C/P life wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 171.15

LIF-148C-TRIM-C/P trim kit for life wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 48.65

LIF-149-C/P life wall mounted exposed manual shower valve 74.25

LIF-150S-C/P life mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted with swivel spout 91.61

LIF-180-C/P paper holder wall mounted 12.51

LIF-181-C/P towel ring wall mounted 26.64

LIF-182-C/P soap dish and holder wall mounted 12.79

LIF-183-C/P tumbler and holder wall mounted 15.84

LIF-184A-C/P double towel rail 650mm (26'') wall mounted 42.91

LIF-184-C/P towel rail 640mm (26'') wall mounted 27.27

LIF-185A-C/P towel shelf 610mm (24'') wall mounted 73.59

LIF-185-C/P frosted glass shelf 530mm (21'') wall mounted 20.79

LIF-186-C/P double robe hook 9.29

LIF-188-C/P toilet brush and holder wall mounted 21.00

LIF-OUTLET-C/P life wall outlet 15.63

LIF-SFMK-C/P life single function mini shower kit 62.93

LIF-SFMKWO-C/P
life single function mini shower kit with integrated outlet and bracket wall 

mounted
52.19

LIF-SFSRK/90-C/P life single function slide rail shower kit 44.31

LIF-SR/900-C/P elements contemporary slide rail with twist control 31.31

MAG-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
49.60

MAG-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
39.20

MAG-100-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 49.60

MAG-100M/CC-C/P
magma mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
43.39

MAG-100M/SB-C/P
magma mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
29.34

MAG-100M-C/P
magma mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up 

waste
36.91

MAG-106-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted 60.02

MAG-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 51.91

MAG-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 74.23

MAG-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 55.44

MAG-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 114.29

MAG-130-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without shower kit 99.91

MAG-136-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted 59.76

MAG-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted 55.00

MAG-145-C/P magma concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 35.56

MAG-145T-C/P
magma axiotherm single lever wall mounted concealed thermostatic 

valve
206.99

MAG-147-C/P
concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted with 

round backplate 
43.31

MAG-147T-C/P
magma concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter single lever 

wall mounted
253.75

MAG-149-C/P magma exposed wall mounted shower mixer 48.04

MAG-150-C/P magma mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted with swivel spout 43.23

MAG-152-C/P
magma mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted with pull-out hand 

spray
59.35

MAG-154-C/P exposed sink mixer single lever wall mounted with swivel spout 64.17

MAJESTIQ/RRK-C/P
traditional exposed thermostatic 3/4" shower valve, rigid riser with 8" 

(200mm) shower head, shower handset and diverter - chrome
670.20
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MAJESTIQ-LP-C/P
traditional exposed thermostatic 3/4" shower valve and traditional rigid 

riser with 6" (150mm) shower head - chrome
592.59

MAT-100/CC-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with clic clac waste 32.20

MAT-100/SB-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted without clic clac waste 23.14

MAT-100-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop up waste 25.83

MAT-106-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted 27.35

MAT-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop up waste 28.51

MAT-123+K-/CP exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 52.37

MAT-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 34.00

MAT-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 67.57

MAT-131-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever pillar mounted 53.78

MAT-136-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted 35.25

MAT-137-C/P 2 bath filler deck mounted 49.93

MAT-145-C/P matrix concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 33.50

MAT-147-C/P matrix concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 41.48

MAT-150-C/P matrix mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted with swivel spout 28.68

MIR-BORDER/DM-LIT mirror with border light with sensor switch 900 x 700mm 194.93

MIR-CURVE/DM-LIT mirror with sensor operated light wall mounted 1000 x 700mm 150.54

MIR-ILUM/DM-LIT backlilt mirror with CE,IP44, white clock, sensor switch 194.85

MIR-LINE/DM-LIT mirror with sensor operated light wall mounted 500 x 700mm 114.15

MIR-MAG/DM-LIT backlilt mirror with CE,IP44, white clock, sensor switch 219.87

MIR-SHINE/DM-LIT LED mirror with CE,IP44, white clock, sensor switch 194.85

MIX-128C-3/4-C/P mix wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 245.00

MIX-128C-TRIM-C/P Trim kit for mix wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 70.00

MIX-148C/2-C/P mix 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

MIX-148C/2-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for mix 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

MIX-148C/3-C/P mix 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

MIX-148C/3-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for mix 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

MIX-148C-3/4-C/P mix wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 171.15

MIX-148C-TRIM-C/P trim kit for mix wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 48.65

MIX-1710-V2-C/P

Mix concealed thermostatic shower valve with rectangular back plate 

(includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework), single function slide rail kit 

and wall outlet

236.25

MIX-1712-C/P

Mix concealed 2 handle thermostatic shower valve with rectangular back 

plate  (includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework) rigid riser shower kit 

with integrated diverter

282.63

MIX-1721-C/P

Mix concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve (includes fittings for 

1/2" and 3/4" pipework) with integrated diverter, Atmosphere square 

200mm air injected shower head and Instinct single function mini shower 

kit with integrated outlet and bracket

334.71

MIX-1733-C/P

Mix concealed 3 outlet thermostatic shower valve, with rectangular back 

plate (includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework), Aquablade 300mm 

square shower head with shower arm, extended bath filler waste and Mix 

deck mounted handset

349.44

MIX-1740-C/P

Mix concealed 3 handle thermostatic shower valve, with rectangular back 

plate (includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework), Aquablade 200mm 

square shower head with shower arm and bath filler waste and overflow

292.44

MIX-1741-C/P

Mix concealed 3 handle thermostatic shower valve, with rectangular back 

plate (includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework), Aquablade 200mm 

square shower head with shower arm and extended bath filler waste and 

overflow

312.60
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MIX-CMA/150-C/P mix ceiling mounted shower arm 150mm (6'') 26.46

MIX-CMA/300-C/P mix ceiling mounted shower arm 300mm (12'') 32.76

MIX-DECKKIT-C/P mix single function deck mounted shower kit 51.63

MIX-HANDSET/2-C/P mix single function shower handset 26.35

MIX-OUTLET-C/P mix wall outlet 15.54

MIX-SFMK-C/P mix single function mini shower kit 37.98

MIX-SFMKWO-C/P
mix single function mini shower kit with integrated outlet and bracket wall 

mounted
52.33

MIX-SHOWERARM3-

C/P
mix shower arm 28.00

MIX-WEO-C/P mix integrated outlet and shower bracket wall mounted 31.50

NOT-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
170.07

NOT-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
147.56

NOT-100E/CC-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
238.49

NOT-100E/SB-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
224.44

NOT-101-C/P 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 224.94

NOT-109S-220-C/P
2 hole basin mixer with 220mm spout single lever wall mounted with 

rectangular backplate
196.76

NOT-109S-C/P 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted with rectangular backplate 178.89

NOT-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 156.03

NOT-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 215.04

NOT-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 114.21

NOT-128C-3/4-C/P notion wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 153.95

NOT-128C-TRIM-C/P Trim kit for notion wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 150.62

NOT-132/NS-C/P
3 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted without spout for 

use with bath filler waste and overflow
230.42

NOT-132-C/P 4 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted 321.61

NOT-133+K-C/P bath shower mixer with shower kit single lever floor mounted 955.52

NOT-140/DIV-C/P bath spout with diverter wall mounted 119.95

NOT-140-C/P bath spout wall mounted 70.99

NOT-142/SL-C/P
valve for use with bath filler waste and overflow single lever deck 

mounted 
94.85

NOT-145-C/P notion concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 122.53

NOT-147-C/P notion concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 162.01

NOT-148/2/3/FLOW-

EXT
extension kit to suit NOT-148 2 and 3 way valves 28.10

NOT-148/FLOW-EXT extension kit to suit NOT-148 valves for flow control 28.10

NOT-148/TEMP-EXT extension kit to suit 148 and 128 valves for temp control 28.10

NOT-148C/2-C/P notion 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

NOT-148C/2-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for notion 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

NOT-148C/3-C/P notion 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 122.50

NOT-148C/3-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for notion 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

NOT-148C-3/4-C/P notion wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 171.15

NOT-148C-TRIM-C/P trim kit for notion wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 48.65

NOT-150S-C/P notion mono sink mixer single lever deck mounted 225.24
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NOT-1-SILRAIN notion handle for 100, 110, 100E with silver raindrop insert 35.08

NOT-1-SNAKESKIN notion handle for 100, 110, 100E with snakeskin insert 35.08

NOT-2-SILRAIN notion handle for 109S with silver raindrop insert 35.08

NOT-2-SNAKESKIN notion handle for 109S with snakeskin insert 35.08

NOT-3-SILRAIN notion handle for 132, 145, 147 with silver raindrop insert 35.08

NOT-3-SNAKESKIN notion handle for 132, 145, 147 with snakeskin insert 35.08

NOT-DECKKIT-C/P single function shower handset with hose and handset 61.58

NUA-100/CC-C/BLK
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste with black handle
133.17

NUA-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste with chrome handle
121.45

NUA-100/CC-C/RED
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste with red handle
133.17

NUA-100/CC-C/WHT
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste with white handle
133.17

NUA-100/SB-C/BLK
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste with black handle
119.20

NUA-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste with chrome handle
107.48

NUA-100/SB-C/RED
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste with red handle
119.20

NUA-100/SB-C/WHT
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste with white handle
119.20

NUA-100-C/BLK
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with 

black handle
131.42

NUA-100-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with 

chrome handle
119.87

NUA-100-C/RED
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with red 

handle
131.42

NUA-100-C/WHT
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with 

white handle
131.42

NUA-100E/CC-C/BLK
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste with black handle
155.36

NUA-100E/CC-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste with chrome handle
143.72

NUA-100E/CC-C/RED
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste with red handle
155.36

NUA-100E/CC-

C/WHT

extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste with white handle
155.36

NUA-100E/SB-C/BLK
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste with black handle
141.40

NUA-100E/SB-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste with chrome handle
129.76

NUA-100E/SB-C/RED
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste with red handle
141.60

NUA-100E/SB-C/WHT
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste with white handle
141.60

NUA-100S-C/BLK
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with 

black handle
137.57

NUA-100S-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with 

chrome handle
125.93

NUA-100S-C/RED
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with red 

handle
137.57

NUA-100S-C/WHT
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with 

white handle
137.57
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NUA-101-C/BLK 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste with black handle 144.47

NUA-101-C/P 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste with chrome handle 121.11

NUA-101-C/RED 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste with red handle 144.47

NUA-101-C/WHT 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste with white handle 144.97

NUA-109L-C/BLK 3 hole basin mixer with 200mm spout wall mounted with black handle 119.62

NUA-109L-C/P 3 hole basin mixer with 200mm spout wall mounted with chrome handle 96.26

NUA-109L-C/RED 3 hole basin mixer with 200mm spout wall mounted with red handle 119.62

NUA-109L-C/WHT 3 hole basin mixer with 200mm spout wall mounted with white handle 119.62

NUA-110-C/BLK
mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with 

black handle
131.42

NUA-110-C/P
mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with 

chrome handle
119.87

NUA-110-C/RED
mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with red 

handle
131.42

NUA-110-C/WHT
mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste with white 

handle
131.42

NUA-123-C/BLK
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit with black 

handles
161.68

NUA-123-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit with chrome 

handles
138.40

NUA-123-C/RED
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit with red 

handles
161.68

NUA-123-C/WHT
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit with white 

handles
161.68

NUA-133+K-C/BLK
bath shower mixer with shower kit single lever floor mounted with swivel 

spout with black handle
666.33

NUA-133+K-C/P
bath shower mixer with shower kit single lever floor mounted with swivel 

spout with chrome handle
654.78

NUA-133+K-C/RED
bath shower mixer with shower kit single lever floor mounted with swivel 

spout with red handle
666.33

NUA-133+K-C/WHT
bath shower mixer with shower kit single lever floor mounted with swivel 

spout with white handle
666.33

NUA-135-3/4-C/BLK 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with black handles 245.72

NUA-135-3/4-C/P 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with chrome handles 222.44

NUA-135-3/4-C/RED 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with red handles 245.72

NUA-135-3/4-C/WHT 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with white handles 245.72

NUA-145-C/BLK
nuance concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted with black 

handle 
98.84

NUA-145-C/P
nuance concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted with chrome 

handle 
87.20

NUA-145-C/RED
nuance concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted with red 

handle 
98.84

NUA-145-C/WHT
nuance concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted with white 

handle 
98.84

NUA-147-C/BLK nuance concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 131.42

NUA-147-C/P nuance concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 119.87

NUA-147-C/RED nuance concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 131.42

NUA-147-C/WHT nuance concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 131.42
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NUA-147T-C/BLK
nuance concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter single lever 

wall mounted with black handle
321.61

NUA-147T-C/P
nuance concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter single lever 

wall mounted with chrome handle
310.06

NUA-147T-C/RED
nuance concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter single lever 

wall mounted with red handle
321.61

NUA-147T-C/WHT
nuance concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter single lever 

wall mounted with white handle
321.61

NUA-148B/2-C/BLK
nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter - 

black handle
188.65

NUA-148B/2-C/P nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

NUA-148B/2-C/RED
nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter - red 

handle
188.65

NUA-148B/2-C/WHT
nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter - 

white handle
188.65

NUA-148B/2-TRIM-C/BLK
trim kit for nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter - black handle
66.15

NUA-148B/2-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

NUA-148B/2-TRIM-C/RED
trim kit for nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter - red handle
66.15

NUA-148B/2-TRIM-C/WHT
trim kit for nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter - white handle
66.15

NUA-148B-3/4-C/BLK nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - black handle 188.65

NUA-148B-3/4-C/P nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 171.15

NUA-148B-3/4-C/RED nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - red handle 188.65

NUA-148B-3/4-

C/WHT
nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - white handle 188.65

NUA-148B-TRIM-C/BLK
trim kit for nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - black 

handle
66.15

NUA-148B-TRIM-C/P trim kit for nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 48.65

NUA-148B-TRIM-C/RED
trim kit for nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - red 

handle
66.15

NUA-148B-TRIM-C/WHT
trim kit for nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - white 

handle
66.15

NUA-148C/2-C/BLK
nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter - 

black handle
188.65

NUA-148C/2-C/BLK
nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter - 

black handle
188.65

NUA-148C/2-C/P nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

NUA-148C/2-C/P nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 188.65

NUA-148C/2-C/RED
nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter - red 

handle
188.65

NUA-148C/2-C/WHT
nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter - 

white handle
188.65

NUA-148C/2-TRIM-C/BLK
trim kit for nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter - black handle
66.15

NUA-148C/2-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

NUA-148C/2-TRIM-C/RED
trim kit for nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter - red handle
66.15

NUA-148C/2-TRIM-C/WHT
trim kit for nuance 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter - white handle
66.15
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NUA-148C-3/4-C/BLK nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - black handle 188.65

NUA-148C-3/4-C/P nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 171.15

NUA-148C-3/4-C/RED nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - red handle 188.65

NUA-148C-3/4-

C/WHT
nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - white handle 188.65

NUA-148C-TRIM-C/BLK
trim kit for nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - black 

handle
66.15

NUA-148C-TRIM-C/P trim kit for nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 66.15

NUA-148C-TRIM-C/RED
trim kit for nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - red 

handle
66.15

NUA-148C-TRIM-C/WHT
trim kit for nuance wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - white 

handle
66.15

NUA-1721-C/WHT

Nuance concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve with white handle 

(includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework) and integrated diverter, 

Enigma white and chrome 260mm shower head and Enigma white and 

chrome single function mini shower kit with integrated outlet and bracket

455.00

OM-D0300-C/P extra long pop-up rod 5.83

ORI-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
85.16

ORI-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
74.64

ORI-100-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 80.66

ORI-100E/CC-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
97.27

ORI-100E/SB-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
86.71

ORI-100S-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 106.44

ORI-109S-C/P 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted 82.46

ORI-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 87.34

ORI-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 80.64

ORI-132/NS-C/P
3 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted without spout for 

use with bath filler waste and overflow
168.56

ORI-132-C/P 4 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted 202.97

ORI-133+K-C/P
bath shower mixer with shower kit single lever floor mounted with swivel 

spout
529.41

ORI-140-C/P bath spout wall mounted 26.20

ORI-145-C/P origins concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 87.20

ORI-145T-C/P origins axiotherm single lever wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 222.25

ORI-147-C/P origins concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 119.87

ORI-147T-C/P origins concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter wall mounted 210.06

ORI-148C/2-C/P origins 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 188.65

ORI-150S-C/P mono sink mixer with swivel spout single lever deck mounted 83.16

PHA-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
57.75

PHA-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
48.00

PHA-100M/CC-C/P 
phase mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
55.35
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PHA-100M/SB-C/P 
phase mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
45.75

PHA-109S-C/P 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted with rectangular backplate 95.18

PHA-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 60.85

PHA-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 92.52

PHA-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 70.49

PHA-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted with shower kit 120.30

PHA-130-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted without shower kit 114.55

PHA-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted 99.19

PHA-145-C/P phase concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 51.12

PHA-147-C/P phase concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 77.56

PHA-148C/2-C/P concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve with integrated diverter 171.15

PHA-148C/3-C/P concealed 3 outlet thermostatic shower valve with integrated diverter 171.15

PHA-148C-3/4-C/P concealed thermostatic shower valve 171.15

PHO-100/CC-C/P 
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
56.35

PHO-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
47.30

PHO-100M/CC-C/P 
photon mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
54.20

PHO-100M/SB-C/P 
photon mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
46.85

PHO-109S-C/P 2 hole basing mixer single lever wall mounted with oval backplate 87.90

PHO-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 56.89

PHO-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 87.89

PHO-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 72.45

PHO-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 115.15

PHO-130-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without shower kit 97.74

PHO-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted 92.75

PHO-145-C/P photon concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 49.88

PHO-147-C/P photon concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 77.88

PHO-148C/2-C/P concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve with integrated diverter 171.15

PHO-148C/3-C/P concealed 3 outlet thermostatic shower valve with integrated diverter 171.15

PHO-148C-3/4-C/P concealed thermostatic shower valve 171.15

PRIMABOX4/B-MF-C/P
prima wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with single 

function shower kit with 600mm slide rail and wall mounting brackets
85.00

PRIMABOX4/B-SF-C/P
prima wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with single 

function shower kit with 600mm slide rail and wall mounting brackets
81.62

PRIMABOX4-MF-C/P
prima wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with single 

function shower kit with 600mm slide rail
87.26

PRIMABOX4-SF-C/P
prima wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with single 

function shower kit with 600mm slide rail
73.85

PRO-100P-C/P mono basin mixer TMV3 approved with progressive cartridge 134.16

PRO-167/C+H-C/P
single non-concussive self-closing basin push tap 1/2" 6 second shut off 

supplied with hot and cold indices
25.77

PRO-5001-W/NP
protherm in-line thermostatic valve for use with all infra-red mixers TMV3 

approved supplied with 15mm and 22mm fittings
60.71

SEN-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
47.65
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SEN-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
37.64

SEN-100-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 44.85

SEN-100E/CC-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
73.55

SEN-100E/SB-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
63.04

SEN-100E-C/P extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 66.85

SEN-100M/CC-C/P
sense mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
46.95

SEN-100M/SB-C/P
sense mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
33.55

SEN-109S-C/P 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted 98.49

SEN-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 48.09

SEN-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with shower kit 94.80

SEN-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit 75.01

SEN-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 96.20

SEN-130-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without shower kit 76.39

SEN-135/NS-3/4-C/P
4 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without spout for use with bath 

filler waste and overflow
156.64

SEN-135-3/4-C/P 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 156.64

SEN-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted 57.79

SEN-137M-C/P mono bath filler single lever deck mounted 88.11

SEN-142/PR-3/4-C/P sense pair of valves deck mounted 43.23

SEN-143-3/4-C/P sense single wall mounted stop valve 3/4'' 22.91

SEN-144/2-C/P sense concealed 2 way diverter valve wall mounted 39.24

SEN-145-C/P sense concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 34.74

SEN-145T-C/P sense axiotherm single lever wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 212.14

SEN-147-C/P sense concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 42.51

SEN-147T-C/P
sense concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter single lever wall 

mounted
310.06

SH-012-120-DB-C/P chrome plated brass standard shower hose 120cm 8.73

SH-012-150-DB-CP chrome plated brass standard shower hose 150cm  10.39

SH-012-200-DB-C/P chrome plated brass standard shower hose 200cm  11.14

SH-013-150-DB-CP-

LB
chrome plated brass large bore shower hose 150cm  12.55

SH-34-120-DB-C/P spiroflex pvc coated standard bore shower hose 120cm 5.01

SH-34-150-DB-CP spiroflex pvc coated standard bore shower hose 150cm 5.36

SH-34-200-DB-C/P spiroflex pvc coated standard bore shower hose 200cm 6.44

SH-711BRACKET-

C/P
wall mounted shower bracket 10.89

SHA-180-C/P paper holder wall mounted 36.66

SHA-182-C/P soap dish and holder wall mounted 42.81

SHA-183-C/P tumbler and holder wall mounted 42.81

SHA-184B-C/P double towel rail wall mounted 50.04

SHA-184-C/P towel rail 600mm (24") wall mounted 68.08

SHA-185-C/P frosted glass shelf 530mm (21'') wall mounted 38.07

SHA-186-C/P robe hook 19.70

SHA-188-C/P toilet brush and holder wall mounted 66.75

SH-SOL-150-DB-SIL solar silver easy clean hose 12.25

SOH-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
174.56
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SOH-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
160.60

SOH-100-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 170.57

SOH-100E/CC-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
233.90

SOH-100E/SB-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
219.87

SOH-100S-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 184.95

SOH-109S-C/P 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted 145.88

SOH-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 170.57

SOH-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer without shower kit wall mounted 242.33

SOH-132/NS-C/P
3 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted without spout for 

use with bath filler waste and overflow
259.52

SOH-132-C/P 4 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted 291.10

SOH-133+K-C/P bath shower mixer with shower kit single lever floor mounted 790.60

SOH-140-C/P bath spout wall mounted 59.35

SOH-142/SL-C/P
valve for use with bath filler waste and overflow single lever deck 

mounted
93.93

SOH-143-3/4-C/P soho single wall mounted stop valve 3/4'' 54.28

SOH-144/2-C/P soho concealed 2 way diverter valve wall mounted 93.93

SOH-145-C/P soho concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 121.11

SOH-147-C/P soho concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 158.19

SOH-148C/2-C/P soho 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

SOH-148C/2-TRIM-C/P
Trim kit for soho 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.66

SOH-148C/3-C/P soho 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 171.15

SOH-148C/3-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for soho 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
48.65

SOH-148C-3/4-C/P soho wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 17.15

SOH-148C-3/4-C/P soho wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 171.15

SOH-180A-C/P covered paper holder wall mounted 45.15

SOH-180-C/P open paper holder wall mounted 31.26

SOH-181-C/P towel ring wall mounted 26.06

SOH-182A-C/P glass soap dispenser wall mounted 40.90

SOH-182-C/P glass soap dish and holder wall mounted 29.67

SOH-183-C/P glass tumbler and holder wall mounted 24.90

SOH-184-C/P towel rail 600mm (24'') wall mounted 40.82

SOH-185A-C/P towel shelf and towel rail 600mm (24'') 130.68

SOH-185-C/P metal shelf 490mm (19'') wall mounted 62.65

SOH-186A-C/P double robe hook 21.03

SOH-186-C/P single robe hook 13.14

SOH-188-C/P toilet brush with glass holder wall mounted 38.85

SOH-MK-C/P soho single function mini shower kit 84.12

SOH-OUTLET-C/P soho wall outlet 22.36

SOH-SFSRK-C/P soho single function slide rail shower kit 45.87

SQU-180A-C/P covered paper holder wall mounted 45.87

SQU-180-C/P paper holder wall mounted 17.50

SQU-181-C/P towel ring wall mounted 27.51

SQU-182-C/P soap dish and holder wall mounted 25.52

SQU-183-C/P tumbler and holder wall mounted 25.76

SQU-184-C/P towel rail 600mm (24") wall mounted 38.76

SQU-185-C/P glass shelf 530mm (21'') wall mounted 29.47

SQU-186-C/P robe hook 14.46

SQU-188-C/P toilet brush and holder wall mounted 33.57

ST-212K Hydroflow low pressure single lever cartridge 19.53
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SYN-100/CC-C/P
progressive mono basin mixer with waterfall spout single lever deck 

mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac waste
238.96

SYN-100/SB-C/P
progressive mono basin mixer with waterfall spout single lever deck 

mounted smooth bodied without clic-clac waste
241.81

SYN-100E/CC-C/P
progressive extended mono basin mixer with waterfall spout single lever 

deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac waste
338.32

SYN-100E/SB-C/P
progressive extended mono basin mixer with waterfall spout single lever 

deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-clac waste
324.27

SYN-109S-C/P
2 hole basin mixer with waterfall spout single lever wall mounted with 

rectangular backplate
263.92

SYN-110-C/P
progressive mono bidet mixer with waterfall style spout single lever deck 

mounted with pop-up waste
280.30

SYN-132/NS-C/P
3 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted without spout for 

use with bath filler waste and overflow
317.79

SYN-132-C/P 4 hole bath shower mixer with waterfall spout single lever deck mounted 689.36

SYN-133+K-C/P bath shower mixer with waterfall spout single lever floor mounted 1064.17

SYN-140/D-C/P waterfall bath spout deck mounted 395.76

SYN-140/W-C/P waterfall bath spout wall mounted 251.79

SYN-145-C/P synergie concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 142.98

SYN-147-C/P synergie concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 171.49

TE-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
72.14

TE-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
61.09

TE-100E/CC-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
95.25

TE-100E/SB-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
84.70

TE-100M/CC-C/P
te mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with 

clic-clac waste
58.10

TE-100M/SB-C/P
te mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
45.26

TE-106-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted 65.84

TE-109S-C/P 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted with rectangular backplate 101.40

TE-110/SB-C/P
mono bidet mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without pop-

up waste
62.35

TE-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 118.14

TE-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 91.74

TE-123T+K-C/P te 1/2" wall mounted thermostatic bath shower mixer with kit 170.70

TE-123T-C/P te 1/2" wall mounted thermostatic bath shower mixer without kit 137.81

TE-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 149.89

TE-130-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without shower kit 122.31

TE-131T+K-C/P te 1/2" deck mounted thermostatic bath shower mixer with kit 179.31

TE-131T-C/P te 1/2" deck mounted thermostatic bath shower mixer without kit 152.29

TE-132/NS-C/P
3 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted without spout for 

use with bath filler waste and overflow
218.31

TE-132-C/P 4 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted 240.24

TE-136-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted 72.54

TE-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted 117.85

TE-145-C/P té concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted 86.53

TE-147-C/P té concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 117.46
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TE-149T-C/P te wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 144.80

TEF-100/CC-C/P smooth bodied Monobasin mixer with waterfall spout, single lever 66.47

TEF-100/SB-C/P
smooth bodied Monobasin mixer with waterfall spout, single lever & CC 

waste
62.97

TEF-100E/CC-C/P
Extended Monobasin mixer with waterfall spout, single lever and CC 

waste
66.47

TEF-100E/SB-C/P
Extended smooth bodied Monobasin mixer with waterfall spout, single 

lever 
90.11

TEF-109S-C/P
té falls 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted with rectangular 

backplate
152.86

TON-100/CC-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac waste 102.99

TON-100/SB-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-clac waste 88.94

TON-100-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 96.34

TON-109L-C/P 3 hole basin mixer with 200mm spout wall mounted 84.12

TON-110-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 96.34

TON-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with shower kit 152.62

TON-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit 125.93

TON-128C-TRIM-C/P trim kit for tonic wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 140.73

TON-128C-3/4-C/P tonic wall mounted concealed 3 handle thermostatic valve 207.04

TON-135-3/4-C/P 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted 209.97

TON-348B/2-C/P tonic 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 310.06

TON-348B/2-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for tonic 2-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
116.13

TON-348B/3-C/P  tonic 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated diverter 316.62

TON-348B/3-TRIM-C/P
trim kit for tonic 3-way wall mounted concealed valve with integrated 

diverter
116.13

TON-348B-TRIM-C/P trim kit for tonic wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 116.13

TON-348C-3/4-C/P tonic wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve 163.42

TOU-180A-C/P closed paper holder wall mounted 16.76

TOU-180-C/P open paper holder wall mounted 14.40

TOU-181-C/P towel ring wall mounted 20.97

TOU-182A-C/P ceramic soap dish with holder wall mounted 16.45

TOU-183A-C/P ceramic tumbler and holder wall mounted 14.79

TOU-184-C/P towel rail 560mm (22'') wall mounted 28.00

TOU-185A-C/P clear glass galley shelf 510mm (20'') wall mounted 34.80

TOU-186-C/P robe hook 12.76

TOU-188-C/P toilet brush and holder free standing 29.37

VEC-100/CD-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 32.50

VEC-106/CD-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted 19.12

VEC-110/CD-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 40.32

VEC-121/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with 3/4" threaded outlet for 

use with rigid riser only
33.42

VEC-121/R/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with 3/4" threaded outlet with 

rigid riser
43.14

VEC-130/CD+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 62.93

VEC-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 62.93

VEC-136/CD-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted 20.62

VEC-137/CD-C/P 3 hole bath filler deck mounted - ceramic disc 55.53

VEC-137-C/P 3 hole bath filled deck mounted 55.53

VEC-143/CD-1/2-C/P concealed stop valve (single) 1/2" wall mounted 12.05

VEC-143-1/2-C/P concealed stop valve (single) 1/2" wall mounted 12.05

VEC-154G/CD-C/P 3 hole sink mixer wall mounted with gooseneck swivel spout 32.00

VEC-156/CD-C/P high neck sink pillar taps deck mounted 20.95

VEC-162/CD-10-C/P bib tap 100mm wall mounted supplied with both hot and cold indices 10.47
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VEC-162/CD-15-C/P bib tap 150mm wall mounted supplied with both hot and cold indices 11.39

VEL-149/RRK/ST-C/P velo thermostatic valve with rigid riser shower kit 149.66

VEL-149/RRKSQ/DIV-

C/P

velo square thermostatic shower valve with integrated diverter and rigid 

riser with single function shower head and shower handset
229.82

VEL-149RRK/DIV/ST-

C/P

 velo thermostatic mixer valve with integral diverter & saturn2 head in 

chrome plate 
180.06

VER-149/RO/RRK-

C/P
Vertical wall mounted round thermostatic valve with rigid riser shower kit 213.71

VER-149/RO+K-C/P Vertical round thermostatic rigid riser, with space slide rail and handset 169.49

VER-149/RO-C/P Vertical wall mounted round thermostatic valve 110.81

VER-149/SQ+K-C/P
Vertical wall mounted square thermostatic valve, with V2 sliderail and 

handset
180.38

VER-149/SQ-C/P Vertical wall mounted square thermostatic valve 125.10

VIC-100/CD-A/G mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - antique gold 68.58

VIC-100/CD-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - chrome 48.96

VIC-101/CD-A/G 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted without pop-up waste - antique gold 224.19

VIC-101/CD-C/P 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted without pop-up waste - chrome 159.93

VIC-106/CD-A/G basin pillar taps deck mounted - antique gold 49.38

VIC-106/CD-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted - chrome 35.25

VIC-109/CD-A/G 3 hole basin mixer wall mounted - antique gold 203.24

VIC-109/CD-C/P 3 hole basin mixer wall mounted - chrome 144.97

VIC-110/CD-A/G mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - antique gold 68.58

VIC-110/CD-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - chrome 48.96

VIC-120/CD-A/G exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with shower kit - antique gold 103.99

VIC-120/CD-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with shower kit - chrome 74.31

VIC-121/CD-A/G
bath shower mixer wall mounted with 3/4" threaded outlet for use with 

rigid riser  - antique gold
65.50

VIC-121/CD-C/P
bath shower mixer wall mounted with 3/4" threaded outlet for use with 

rigid riser  - chrome
46.80

VIC-121/R/CD-A/G bath shower mixer wall mounted with rigid riser - antique gold 186.34

VIC-121/R/CD-C/P bath shower mixer wall mounted with rigid riser - chrome 56.11

VIC-124/CD+H-A/G
concealed 2 way bath shower mixer wall mounted with spout and single 

function fixed shower head and arm - antique gold
175.39

VIC-124/CD+H-C/P
concealed 2 way bath shower mixer wall mounted with spout and single 

function fixed shower head and arm - chrome
125.27

VIC-124/CD-A/G
concealed 2 way bath shower mixer wall mounted with spout without 

shower head - antique gold
151.62

VIC-124/CD-C/P
concealed 2 way bath shower mixer wall mounted with spout without 

shower head - chrome
108.31

VIC-131/S/CD-A/G
exposed bath shower mixer pillar mounted with shower kit and short legs - 

antique gold
120.37

VIC-131/S/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer pillar mounted with shower kit and short legs - 

chrome
86.03

VIC-133/CD+K-A/G bath shower mixer with shower kit floor mounted - antique gold 528.18

VIC-133/CD+K-C/P bath shower mixer with shower kit floor mounted - chrome 377.30

VIC-136/CD-A/G bath pillar taps deck mounted - antique gold 51.95

VIC-136/CD-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted - chrome 37.16

VIC-137/CD-A/G 2 hole bath filler pillar mounted - antique gold 143.81

VIC-137/CD-C/P 3 hole bath filler pillar mounted - chrome 102.74

VIC-143/CD-1/2-A/G
victoriana single wall mounted stop valve 1/2'' with hot and cold indices 

antique gold
32.59
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VIC-143/CD-1/2-C/P
concealed stop valve 1/2" wall mounted supplied with both hot and cold 

indices - chrome
16.13

VIC-143/CD-3/4-A/G
concealed stop valve 3/4" wall mounted supplied with both hot and cold 

indices - antique gold
29.86

VIC-143/CD-3/4-C/P
concealed stop valve 3/4" wall mounted supplied with both hot and cold 

indices - chrome
18.37

VIC-151/CD-A/G
victoriana mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout  - antique 

gold
45.22

VIC-151/CD-C/P mono sink mixer with swivel spout - chrome 32.42

VIC-160/CD-C/P
victoriana angle valve 1/2" x 1/2" wall mounted supplied with hot and cold 

indices - ceramic disc
22.40

WAR-200/CD-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 30.84

WAR-206/CD-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted 17.46

WAR-207/CD-C/P adjustable bridge mixer deck mounted 32.67

WAR-210/CD-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 38.65

WAR-220/CD+KIT-C/P exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with cradle and shower kit 54.20

WAR-221/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with 3/4" threaded outlet 

without rigid riser
31.75

WAR-221/R/CD-C/P
exposed bath shower mixer wall mounted with 3/4" threaded outlet with 

rigid riser
41.48

WAR-223/CD-C/P exposed 2 hole bath shower mixer wall mounted without shower kit 40.15

WAR-224/CD+H-C/P
concealed 2 way bath shower mixer wall mounted with spout with fixed 

shower head and arm
97.84

WAR-224/CD-C/P concealed 2 way bath shower mixer wall mounted with spout only 82.88

WAR-230/CD+KIT-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 61.26

WAR-230+KIT-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 75.64

WAR-231/CD-C/P exposed bath shower mixer pillar mounted with cradle and shower kit 74.56

WAR-236/CD-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted 18.65

WAR-243/CD-1/2-C/P
concealed stop valve 1/2" wall mounted supplied with both hot and cold 

indices
10.39

WAR-243-1/2-C/P warwick single wall mounted stop valve 1/2'' with hot and cold indices 10.39

WAR-249/CD-C/P exposed shower mixer wall mounted 26.60

WAR-250/CD-C/P mono sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout 32.67

WAR-251/CD-C/P mono sink mixer deck mounted with tubular swivel spout 23.94

WAR-253/CD-C/P 3 hole sink mixer deck mounted with swivel spout 38.74

WAR-254F/CD-C/P 3 hole sink mixer wall mounted with flat swivel spout 30.42

WAR-254G/CD-C/P 3 hole sink mixer wall mounted with gooseneck spout 30.34

WAR-256/CD-C/P high neck sink pillar taps deck mounted 19.29

WAR-256C/CD-C/P sink pillar cock deck mounted supplied with hot and cold indices 13.97

WAR-260/CD-C/P angle valve 1/2" x 1/2" wall mounted supplied with hot and cold indices 16.28

WAR-262/CD-10-C/P bibtap 100mm wall mounted supplied with hot and cold indices 8.81

WAR-262/CD-15-C/P bibtap 150mm wall mounted supplied with hot and cold indices 9.73

WEN-100-A/G mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - antique gold 130.38

WEN-100-C/P mono basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - chrome 76.25

WEN-101-A/G 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-waste - antique gold 153.21

WEN-101-C/P 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-waste - chrome 92.35

WEN-106L-A/G basin pillar taps deck mounted with long spouts - antique gold 59.15

WEN-106L-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted with long spouts - chrome 43.40

WEN-110-A/G mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - antique gold 130.38

WEN-110-C/P mono bidet mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste - chrome 77.56

WEN-131-A/G bath shower mixer pillar mounted with shower kit - antique gold 253.40

WEN-131-C/P bath shower mixer pillar mounted with shower kit - chrome 140.26

WEN-133+K-A/G bath shower mixer with shower kit floor mounted - antique gold 457.45

WEN-133+K-C/P bath shower mixer with shower kit floor mounted - chrome 262.59
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WEN-136-A/G bath pillar taps deck mounted - antique gold 70.53

WEN-136-C/P bath pillar taps deck mounted - chrome 51.94

WEN-137-A/G 2 hole bath filler pillar mounted - antique gold 179.81

WEN-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler pillar mounted - chrome 102.52

WEN-190-A/G luxury standpipes - antique gold 244.56

WEN-190-C/P luxury standpipes - chrome 111.74

WG-049BRACK+SHR-C/PPair of shower elbows with shrouds 6.48

WG-130ELBOW-C/P

bath shower mixer extension elbow for use with bath shower mixer to 

extend distance between hose connection and bath tub in case of 

protruding pop-up waste

5.15

WG-15951-A/G regatta wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - antique gold 429.51

WG-15951-C/P regatta wall mounted concealed thermostatic valve - chrome 306.73

WG-16102A-A/G traditional fixed head 200mm (8'') and arm antique gold 22.36

WG-16102A-C/P traditional fixed head 200mm (8'') and arm chrome 91.74

WG-16202-A/G rigid riser with 150mm (6'') fixed shower head wall mounted antique gold 242.35

WG-16202-C/P rigid riser with 150mm (6'') fixed shower head wall mounted chrome 160.35

WG-16203V2-A/G traditional single function slide rail shower kit antique gold 126.09

WG-16203V2-C/P traditional single function slide rail shower kit chrome 62.27

WG-16204A-A/G
rigid riser with 200mm (8'') shower head hand shower and diverter wall 

mounted antique gold
376.99

WG-16204A-C/P
rigid riser with 200mm (8'') shower head hand shower and diverter wall 

mounted chrome
289.49

WG-205240-C/P Turbo Tray Waste 90mm Abs Chrome 17.64

WG-205241-C/P Turbo Tray Waste 90mm Metal Chrome 29.58

WG-205243-C/P Turbo Tray Waste 60mm Abs Chrome 16.15

WG-205244-C/P Turbo Tray Waste 60mm Metal Chrome 22.37

WG-205246-C/P Turbo Tray Waste 50mm Abs Chrome 15.93

WG-205247-C/P Turbo Tray Waste 50mm Metal Chrome 21.75

WG-218-A/G wall outlet antique gold 10.41

WG-218-C/P wall outlet chrome 5.86

WG-51389/E-C/P push type bath waste and overflow 17.40

WG-51552/E-C/P bath pop-up waste and overflow extended version 17.85

WG-51552/S-C/P bath pop-up waste and overflow 15.14

WG-61389/E-C/P push type bath filler waste and overflow 29.26

WG-61552/E-C/P bath filler waste and overflow extended version 31.78

WG-61552/S-C/P bath filler waste and overflow 30.14

WG-AKIT600-C/P single function slide rail shower kit 20.63

WG-AKIT600-

HANDSET-C/P
single function shower handset 4.99

WG-BJET/1F/SQ-SQ-

C/P
adjustable 1-spray bodyjet 64.84

WG-BKIT600-C/P 3 function shower kit with 600mm slide rail 23.64

WG-BKIT600-

HANDSET -C/P
3 function shower handset 6.09

WG-BODYJET/RO-

C/P
round bodyjet wall mounted 26.02

WG-BODYTILE/RO-

C/P
tilting round bodytile 65.09

WG-BODYTILE/SQ-

C/P
tilting square bodytile 65.09

WG-CELBOX/4-C/P

celsius concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve, with round back 

plate, saturn single function fixed disc head, zoo single function mini 

shower kit with integrated outlet and bracket

203.67
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WG-CELBOX128/41/S-C/P

celsius concealed 3 handle thermostatic shower valve 3/4", slim bath filler 

waste and overflow, space 5 function low pressure slide rail kit and wall 

outlet

212.77

WG-CELBOX128/41ES-C/P

Celsius concealed 3 handle thermostatic shower valve, with rectangular 

back plate (includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework), space 5 function 

low pressure slide rail shower kit and wall outlet, with bath filler waste and 

overflow - 1.5 bar MP

265.41

WG-CELBOX149/B-1/2-C/P
celsius wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with jupiter 

4 function low pressure slide rail shower kit and wall mounting brackets
118.53

WG-CELBOX149/B-3/4-C/P

celsius wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 3/4" with 

neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit and wall mounting 

brackets

145.64

WG-CELBOX149/SP/B-CP
celsius wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with space 

5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit and wall mounting brackets
125.13

WG-CELBOX149/SP-C/P
celsius wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with space 

5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit
117.25

WG-CELBOX149-1/2-C/P
celsius wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with jupiter 

4 function low pressure slide rail shower kit
92.93

WG-CELBOX149-3/4-C/P
celsius wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 3/4" with 

neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit
113.16

WG-

CELBOXNOT/RRK-

C/P

single function slide rail shower kit with overhead shower and integral 

diverter with notion concealed thermostatic shower valve
276.29

WG-CELBOXRO/41/NP-C/P

celsius concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve, slim bath filler 

waste and overflow, neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit 

and wall outlet

203.96

WG-CELBOXRO/41E/N-C/P

celsius concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve, slim bath filler 

waste and overflow, neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit 

and wall outlet

257.92

WG-CELBOXRO/NP-C/P
celsius concealed thermostatic shower valve with round back plate, 

neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit and wall outlet
170.75

WG-CELBOXRO/RRK-C/P
celsius concealed 2 handle thermostatic shower valve with round back 

plate and rigid riser shower kit with integral diverter
276.29

WG-CELBOXRO/SAT-C/P
celsius concealed thermostatic shower valve with round back plate and 

saturn single function fixed disc head and shower arm
166.99

WG-CELBOXRO/SP-C/P
celsius concealed thermostatic shower valve with round back plate, 

space 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit and wall outlet
166.99

WG-

CELBOXRO/ZO/ST-

C/P

celsius concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve, saturn single 

function fixed disc head, venus single function slide rail kit and wall outlet
213.47

WG-CELBOXSQ/41/NP-C/P

celsius concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve, slim bath filler 

waste and overflow, neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit 

and wall outlet

213.47

WG-CELBOXSQ/41E/N-C/P

celsius concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve, slim bath filler 

waste and overflow, neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit 

and wall outlet

257.92

WG-CELBOXSQ/NP-C/P
celsius concealed thermostatic shower valve with rectangular back plate, 

neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit and wall outlet
172.20

WG-CELBOXSQ/RRK-C/P
celsius concealed 2 handle thermostatic shower valve with rectangular 

back plate and rigid riser shower kit
276.29
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WG-CELBOXSQ/SP-C/P
celsius concealed thermostatic shower valve with rectangular back plate, 

space 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit and wall outlet
168.44

WG-EFSA/SQ-C/P shower arm square easy fit - replaces mix shower arm 28.00

WG-EFSA/RO-C/P shower arm round easy fit - replaces elements shower arm 32.17

WG-ELBOW/45-C/P elbow to suit deck mounted pull-up handsets deck mounted 8.98

WG-HANDSET/LCD-

C/P

single function shower head with LCD display of temperature in ˚C and 

water flow in litres/min 
21.21

WG-INGOT-C/P ingot wall mounted rectangular shower head 419.79

WG-JUPITER-C/P jupiter 4 function low pressure shower handset 12.81

WG-JUPITERKIT/B-

C/P
jupiter 4 function low pressure slide rail shower kit 40.01

WG-JUPITERKIT-C/P jupiter 4 function low pressure slide rail shower kit 31.59

WG-LIFBOX/2-C/P

life concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve with integrated diverter 

and easy clean single function oval shower head 200mm x 300mm (12''), 

single function slide rail shower kit with wall outlet

246.84

WG-LIFBOX/3-C/P

life concealed thermostatic shower valve (includes fittings for 1/2" and 

3/4" pipework) with integrated diverter and easy clean single function oval 

shower head 200mm x 300mm (12"), single function slide rail shower kit, 

wall outlet, bath filler waste and overflow - 1.0 bar MP

313.90

WG-LIFBOX/3E-C/P

life concealed thermostatic shower valve (includes fittings for 1/2" and 

3/4" pipework) with integrated diverter and easy clean single function oval 

shower head 200mm x 300mm (12"), single function slide rail shower kit, 

wall outlet, bath filler waste and overflow - 1.0 bar MP

331.40

WG-LIFBOX/4-C/P

Life concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve (includes fittings for 

1/2" and 3/4" pipework) with integrated diverter and easy clean single 

function oval shower head 200mm x 300mm (12"), single function mini 

shower kit with integrated outlet and bracket - 1.0 bar MP

268.31

WG-LIFBOX/NP-C/P
life concealed thermostatic shower valve, neptune 5 function low 

pressure slide rail shower kit and life wall outlet
186.80

WG-LIFBOX/RRK-C/P

Life concealed 2 handle thermostatic shower valve (includes fittings for 

1/2" and 3/4" pipework) and rigid riser shower kit with integrated diverter - 

1.5 bar MP

291.31

WG-LIFBOX-C/P
life concealed thermostatic shower valve and easy clean single function 

oval shower head 200mm x 300mm (12'')
199.80

WG-MERCURYKIT-

C/P
multi function slide rail kit with integral overhead handset mount 50.19

WG-MFKIT2-C/P multi function fixed shower head with shower arm 14.19

WG-MFKIT-C/P multi function fixed head and shower arm 18.80

WG-MKIT900-

HANDSET-C/P
4 function shower handset 11.80

WG-NEPTUNE-DB-

C/P
neptune 5 function low pressure shower handset  22.61

WG-NEPTUNEKIT/B-

C/P
neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit  51.24

WG-NEPTUNEKIT-

C/P
neptune 5 function low pressure slide rail shower kit  45.12

WG-NOTBOX/2-C/P

notion concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve (includes fittings for 

1/2" and 3/4" pipework) mix2 shower head and arm, instinct single 

function slide rail kit and wall outlet

233.05
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WG-NOTBOX/3-C/P

notion concealed 3 outlet thermostatic shower valve (includes fittings for 

1/2" and 3/4" pipework) mix2 shower head and arm, instinct single 

function slide rail kit with wall outlet, bath filler and overflow

274.30

WG-NOTBOX/3E-C/P

notion concealed 3 outlet thermostatic shower valve (includes fittings for 

1/2" and 3/4" pipework) mix2 shower head and arm, instinct single 

function slide rail kit with wall outlet, bath filler and overflow

312.41

WG-NOTBOX/4-C/P

notion concealed 2 outlet thermostatic shower valve, with rectangular 

back plate, mix
2  

shower head and arm , single function mini shower kit 

with integrated outlet and bracket

222.60

WG-NOTBOX/5-C/P
notion concealed thermostatic shower valve with rectangular back plate, 

single function slide rail kit and wall outlet
175.40

WG-NOTBOX128/41/V-C/P

Notion concealed 3 outlet thermostatic shower valve, with rectangular 

back plate (includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework), single function 

low pressure shower kit with 700mm slide rail, mix
2 
wall outlet with bath 

filler waste and overflow - 1.5 bar MP

231.38

WG-NOTBOX128/41EV-C/P

Notion concealed 3 outlet thermostatic shower valve, with rectangular 

back plate (includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework), single function 

low pressure shower kit with 700mm slide rail, mix
2 
wall outlet with bath 

filler waste and overflow - 1.5 bar MP

363.20

WG-NOTBOX-C/P
notion concealed thermostatic shower valve with rectangular back plate 

(includes fittings for 1/2" and 3/4" pipework) mix2 shower head and arm
178.80

WG-

RETURNELBOW/2-

C/P

return elbow for use with exposed valves in chrome 9.39

WG-RETURNELBOW-

C/P
back to wall return elbow for exposed shower valves 9.39

WG-RRK/DIV/SQ-148-

C/P

single function slide rail shower kit with overhead shower and integral 

diverter
158.52

WG-RRK/DIV-148-

C/P
rigid riser kit with diverter and integral outlet for use with concealed valves 158.52

WG-SATURN2/SA-C/Psaturn2 single function fixed disc head and arm in chrome 85.26

WG-SATURN2-C/P saturn2 single function fixed disc head 52.15

WG-SFKIT2-C/P single function fixed shower head with shower arm 11.24

WG-SFKIT-C/P single function fixed head and shower arm 16.63

WG-SFKITDISC/SA-

C/P
single function 200mm (8'') fixed disc head and shower arm 53.99

WG-SFKITDISC-C/P single function fixed disc shower head 200mm (8'') 22.75

WG-SFMK/ADJ/EC2-

C/P
single function easy clean mini shower kit with adjustable wall bracket  15.79

WG-SOLAR/SPACE-

C/P
solar pivot slide rail with multi-function space shower handset 49.60

WG-SOLARKIT-C/P solar pivot slide rail with multi-function shower handset 49.84

WG-SPACE/RAILKIT-

C/P
space slide rail 600mm 22.51

WG-SPACE-C/P space 5 function low pressure shower handset  18.85

WG-SPACEKIT/B-C/P space 5 function shower kit with 690mm slide rail 49.14

WG-SPACEKIT-C/P space 5 function shower kit with 690mm slide rail 42.53

WG-STUDFAST-N/P
concealed wall bracket for mounting VADO thermostatic shower valves in 

stud walls  
18.71
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WG-TEBOX149/B-1/2-C/P
te wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with single 

function slide rail shower kit and wall mounting brackets
169.23

WG-TEBOX149-1/2-C/P
te wall mounted exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2" with single 

function slide rail shower kit
148.99

WG-V2HANDSET-

C/P
single function shower handset 14.00

WG-V2KIT-C/P single function low pressure shower kit with 700mm slide rail 44.49

WG-VENUSKIT-C/P venus single function slide rail shower kit 34.11

WSB-148-3/4-A/G Westbury 3/4" concealed thermostatic shower valve - antique gold 429.90

WSB-148-3/4-C/P Westbury 3/4" concealed thermostatic shower valve - chrome 276.76

WSB-149-3/4-A/G Westbury 3/4" exposed thermostatic shower valve - antique gold 596.42

WSB-149-3/4-C/P Westbury 3/4" exposed thermostatic shower valve - chrome 426.11

XSH-LUXSHATTAF/SB-C/Pluxury brass shattaf handset 120cm hose and wall bracket 39.38

XSH-SHATTAF/163-C/PLuxury Shattaf kit with concealed thermostatic valve and angle valve 133.90

ZOO-100/CC-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied with clic-clac 

waste
47.01

ZOO-100/SB-C/P
mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied without clic-

clac waste
36.45

ZOO-100-C/P mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 44.26

ZOO-100E/CC-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
69.76

ZOO-100E/SB-C/P
extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
63.02

ZOO-100E-C/P extended mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted with pop-up waste 65.98

ZOO-100M/CC-C/P
zoo mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

with clic-clac waste
47.18

ZOO-100M/SB-C/P
zoo mini mono basin mixer single lever deck mounted smooth bodied 

without clic-clac waste
39.85

ZOO-101-C/P 3 hole basin mixer deck mounted with pop-up waste 100.91

ZOO-106-C/P basin pillar taps deck mounted 74.46

ZOO-109-C/P 3 hole basin mixer wall mounted 63.84

ZOO-109S-C/P 2 hole basin mixer single lever wall mounted 98.25

ZOO-110-C/P mono bidet mixer single lever with pop-up waste 44.29

ZOO-123+K-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted with shower kit 96.25

ZOO-123-C/P exposed bath shower mixer single lever wall mounted without shower kit 74.90

ZOO-130+K-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted with shower kit 88.69

ZOO-130-C/P 2 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without shower kit 69.66

ZOO-132/NS-C/P
3 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted without spout for 

use with bath filler waste and overflow
186.78

ZOO-132-C/P 4 hole bath shower mixer single lever deck mounted 209.97

ZOO-135/NS-3/4-C/P
4 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted without spout for use with bath 

filler waste and overflow
158.90

ZOO-135-3/4-C/P 5 hole bath shower mixer deck mounted 180.63

ZOO-137-C/P 2 hole bath filler deck mounted 60.39

ZOO-137M-C/P mono bath filler single lever deck mounted 88.11

ZOO-138-C/P exposed bath filler single lever wall mounted 60.39

ZOO-140/DIV-C/P bath spout with diverter wall mounted 66.08

ZOO-140-C/P bath spout wall mounted 24.69

ZOO-142/PR-3/4-C/P pair of stop valves 3/4" deck mounted 34.48

ZOO-143-3/4-C/P concealed stop valve 3/4" wall mounted 18.06

ZOO-144/2-C/P concealed 2 way diverter valve wall mounted 38.19

ZOO-144/3-C/P concealed 3 way diverter valve wall mounted 31.64
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ZOO-145/RO-C/P concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted with square backplate 37.49

ZOO-145/SQ-C/P concealed shower valve single lever wall mounted with round backplate 62.34

ZOO-145T/SQ-C/P
concealed thermostatic shower valve single lever wall mounted with 

square backplate
222.25

ZOO-145T-C/P
concealed thermostatic shower valve single lever wall mounted with 

round backplate
210.00

ZOO-147/RO-C/P zoo concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted 48.05

ZOO-147/SQ-C/P
concealed shower valve with diverter single lever wall mounted with 

rectangular backplate
74.90

ZOO-147T/SQ-C/P
zoo concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter single lever with 

square backplate
292.74

ZOO-147T-C/P
zoo concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter single lever with 

round backplate
288.14

ZOO-BRACKET-C/P zoo wall mounted shower bracket 6.21

ZOO-DECKKIT-C/P zoo single function deck mounted shower kit 28.51

ZOO-HANDSET-C/P zoo single function shower handset

ZOO-HOSE/AT-SIL zoo smoothflex anti-twist silver hose 6.30

ZOO-SFMK-C/P zoo single function mini shower kit 19.81

ZOO-SFMKWO-C/P
zoo single function mini shower kit with integrated outlet and bracket wall 

mounted
22.44

PEX-309-C/P Free Flow  Basin Waste 1.1/4" Chrome 10.89

PEX-389/SQ-NS-C/P Square push type un-slotted basin waste 1.1/4 14.35

PEX-389/SQ-S-C/P Square push type slotted basin waste 1.1/4 14.35

PEX-389L-NS-C/P Push Type Basin Waste 1.1/4" Unslotted In Chrome Long body 11.03

PEX-389L-S-C/P Push Type Slotted Waste For Basin 1.1/4" In Chrome Long body 11.03

PEX-389-NS-C/P Push Type Basin Waste 1.1/4" Unslotted In Chrome 9.56

PEX-389-S-C/P Push Type Slotted Waste For Basin 1.1/4" In Chrome 9.56

PEX-390-NS-C/P Push Type Basin Waste 1.1/4" Unslotted In Chrome No Sleeve 9.56

PEX-390-S-C/P Push Type Slotted Waste For Basin 1.1/4" In Chrome No Sleeve 9.56

PEX-392-NS-C/P Captive Flip Top Basin Waste 1.1/4" Unslotted In Chrome 6.81

PEX-392-S-C/P Captive Flip Top Basin Waste 1.1/4" Slotted In Chrome 6.81

PEX-451TK-C/P Plumbex 1.1/2" Topkleen Shower Tray Waste, 2.3/8" Tail 1.40

PEX-460-1.1/2-C/P Plumbex Bottle Trap 1.1/2" 1.1/2" Inlet, 1.1/2" Outlet 13.11

PEX-460-1.1/4-C/P Plumbex Bottle Trap 1 1/4"inc' Outlet Pipe Chrome 400mm 11.46

PEX-461/SQ-1.1/4-C/P Contemporary Bottle Trap 1.1/4 X 1.1/4" In Chrome Square 23.35

PEX-461-1.1/4-C/P Contemporary Bottle Trap 1.1/4 X 1.1/4" In Chrome 20.95

PEX-462-C/P Bidet Bottle Trap 1.1/4" X 1.1/4" In Chrome 9.75

PEX-480-C/P Plumbex Bidet Trap 1.1/4" Without Waste Pipe Chrome 10.66

PEX-788-ST Plumbex Steel Flange 1/2" Centre X 5mm 0.09
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